















Introduction to the concept of no-evidence on individual cases: Taking the case of Nie Shubin as an 
example. Lu Erqi, Law School, Xiamen University, 361005
?Abstract??The difficulty in review and retrial of Shubin Nie Case does not result from theoretical errors, 
but is a probabilistic interpretation catering to judicial practice with a 4:6 guilt-to-innocence ratio of Nie, which in 
turn provides different parties to this case with excuses as they need. With the introduction of the concept of No-
evidence, a factual argumentation of a case with or without success can be transformed into truth determination 
with or without evidence. A decided case with so-called “concrete and suffi cient” evidence which turns out to be 
a erroneously-convicted case for the accidental appearance of the real perpetrator also make it necessary to re-
examine the “former evidence”. Instead of replacing a bad argumentation with another same one, we should dig 
deeper into the details of those bad argumentations, reduce the former inaccurate, insuffi cient, illegally-obtained and 
inadmissible, or even false and fabricated “old evidences” into “no-evidence”, and falsify the old evidences into “no-
evidence” by new ones, so as to jump out of the so-called probability trap of being both guilty and not guilty. 
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